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Abstract—Common Crawl is a massive multi-petabyte dataset hosted by Amazon. It contains archived HTML web page data from 2008 to date. Common Crawl has been widely used for text mining purposes. Using data extracted from Common Crawl has several advantages over a direct crawl of web data, among which is removing the likelihood of a user’s home IP address becoming blacklisted for accessing a given web site too frequently. However, Common Crawl is a data sample, and so questions arise about the quality of Common Crawl as a representative sample of the original data. We perform systematic tests on the similarity of topics estimated from Common Crawl compared to topics estimated from the full data of online forums. Our target is online discussions from a user forum for automotive enthusiasts, but we also show that topics are similar in terms of their word compositions, and not worse than topic similarity estimated under true random sampling, which we simulate by sampling from the full data. We also show that topics are similar in terms of their word compositions, and not worse than topic similarity estimated under true random sampling, which we simulate through a series of experiments. Our research will be of interest to analysts who wish to use Common Crawl to study topics of interest in user forum data, and analysts applying topic models to other data samples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social media and online forums provide a wealth of data to inform design, engineering, sales and marketing of consumer products. Increasingly, consumers use a wide variety of online services, e.g., Facebook, Twitter, forums, and blogs, to share information and experiences about products and services. Linking product development, sales and marketing to customer needs is a critical capability. The aim of this paper is to investigate the usage of advanced analytics, in particular, natural language understanding techniques, to detect main themes in online forums. Online discussions can help companies to better understand their customers’ needs and to improve their products. In comparison to other social platforms, forums can contain very technical and detailed feedback information from advanced users.

Textual analytics approaches are typically based on bag-of-words, n-grams and/or term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [1] data representations. In most cases, these text representations are used in conjunction with classification models, e.g., sentiment classifiers. However, this approach does have some limitations: bag-of-word and TF-IDF representations do not capture themes within documents or semantic relationships. Further, classification approaches require that the data is labeled, which is time-consuming and expensive. In particular, for investigative and exploratory analytics other approaches are better suited, e.g., the ability to capture discussion themes or topics [2]. Topic models [3] are algorithms that can detect common topics across a corpus of documents. The most well-known algorithm is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4]. Topic modeling provides an unsupervised learning method to analyze the main themes in a collection of documents. It can reject the noise in the data and recover the underlying topics hidden in each document without manual tagging. In this paper, we use LDA topic modeling to analyze online forum discussions.

Despite the valuable information provided by online forums, these also have several characteristics that make them intractable to study directly. For example, forums contain a tremendous amount of historical data. Massive online forums such as Gaia Online [5] contain more than 1 billion posts, with a daily count of 20,000 active users. Crawling through the full data of these forums may take months. Continuous crawling of a forum website can also result in blocking of IP addresses. Besides the large size, the directly crawled data are often noisy in nature. Although a forum has structured formats, such as threads and tags to guide discussions, users tend to go off-topic in a thread and spawn multiple discussion themes. Capturing these representative discussion themes requires complex natural language understanding algorithms ([4], [6]). Performing these algorithms on full forum data is a very time-consuming task. Therefore, analyzing large, noisy and complex forum data needs a more efficient strategy.

Common Crawl [7] is an open repository that contains petabytes of web crawl data covering over nine billion web pages [8]. For efficiency purposes, it does not provide the full data of the webpages being crawled. Instead, it provides samples of the online forums in the form of static snapshots. Common Crawl currently performs a monthly crawl based on a two tier crawling strategy which insures that pages with higher page ranks are visited and the overlap between each crawl is minimized. A crawl takes a snapshot of the pages being visited and saves the crawled data into a structured format.
Common Crawl provides a sample of the original online forum data with unknown biases. It is not an independent dataset with respect to the original forum data we are studying. Using Common Crawl as a sample of the full forum data for topic modeling has several advantages: the data is public accessible and ready to use. It avoids many pitfalls that are involved in creating a custom crawler (e.g., the prioritization of web page, blacklisting of the crawler, etc.). Common Crawl snapshots are static, which means they provide consistent data when an analysis requires repeatability. However, one drawback of Common Crawl is the uncertainty with respect to data quality and completeness and thus the ability of using these data for topic modeling. On average, we observed that Common Crawl only contained about 22% of the data of interest. This is in line with other investigations of the Common Crawl dataset, e.g., by Stolz and Hepp [9]. As the precise collection algorithm of Common Crawl is not known, the data cannot be assumed a true random sample as it may be subject to sampling bias. Thus, it is also not possible to define for which class of data analysis algorithms the data is appropriate and how the results generalize.

In this paper, we evaluate the use of Common Crawl data as a sample for extracting representative LDA topics from online forum textual data. Our focus is on a very active car owner forum that is organized into 14 subforums representing different car models. For each subforum, we collected all available data from Common Crawl – a total of about 280 GB of raw data files. In addition, we developed a customized web crawler to collect the full 2.16 TB data from the online forum. Having access to the full data for each subforum allows us to systematically evaluate the representativeness of topics estimated from the Common Crawl samples compared to the full data. Further, because the subforum samples differ in terms of document count, sample proportion, and other features, we can investigate the relationship between data features and topic representativeness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss related work in Section II. In Section III, we provide an overview of the data and discuss our metrics for measuring topic similarity between the sampled and the full data. We discuss our results in Section IV, where we evaluate topic similarity along two metrics: similarity in estimated topic proportions and similarity in word rankings. We further use a multivariate beta regression model to analyze the association between data characteristics and topic representativeness, and we conduct a series of experiments to extend our findings to sample sizes outside our collected data. In Section V, we demonstrate business insights that can be drawn from our estimated topics. Section VI concludes.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Topic Modeling on Online Forums

The value of online forum data has been broadly studied in behavioral research (e.g., [10], [11]). For example, Wu et al. collect data from one of the largest online discussion forums in China to identify the principal users who contribute to a discussion topic [12].

Topic modeling enables research on online forums by identifying underlying topics in forum discussions. Chen et al. use a two tier model to identify popular topics in a large online forum that contains 881,190 posts [13]. The topics identified with a topic model can also serve as data labels because topic models are a form of mixed clustering. Zhou et al. take advantage of the commonly seen Question-and-Answer discussion style in online forums and apply topic modeling to assist the task of suggesting semantically similar questions to a user query [14]. Ramesh et al. use topic modeling to analyze student discussions in three massive open online courses from Coursera [15].

Analysis of vehicle online forums can provide business insights to manufacturers and vendors, such as market structure information. Netzer et al. apply text mining methods to a sedan car forum to estimate sentiment relations between different car models [16]. One finding is that these sentiments are not always explicit and often comprise only a small portion in all forum discussions. That is, car owners generally discuss problems encountered or modifications to their cars without using strong sentimental words. Human tagging is used to evaluate effectiveness of the text mining approach in [16], which is labor intensive and may not be feasible when dealing with massive datasets.

Wu et al. estimate topics from a Honda car owner online forum, which they use to predict how likely a user will participate in a future discussion on a specific topic [17]. They demonstrate that this prediction performs better for regular and active users, and that participation willingness is affected by peer participation in a topic. Shi et al. find that this peer-to-peer relation can rely on other more subtle behaviors, such as browsing [18].

B. Common Crawl Dataset

The Common Crawl data archive [7] is a gigantic public repository of web crawled data, collected and maintained by a non-profit organization “dedicated to providing a copy of the internet to internet researchers, companies and individuals at no cost for the purpose of research and analysis” [19]. Previous research has used the data repository to analyze the graph structure of the web over time [20]. Since a large proportion of the data included in Common Crawl is in the form of text, Common Crawl has also been used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) research, including machine translation ([8], [21]), text classification [22], and taxonomy development [23].

Buck et al., for example, use Common Crawl to build 5-gram counts and language models that improve statistical machine translation [8]. Smith et al. crawl lateral contents of different language pairs from the Common Crawl corpus and use the results to facilitate language translation approaches...
method converges after about eight hours. (“sedan-mid” with 27,649 documents in the full data), the number of documents. We use the original C code provided as an example. An exception is the “suv-mid” (a mid-sized SUV), “sedan-full” (a full-sized sedan), “convertible-new” (a newer model of a convertible type), etc. For each subforum, we have collected all available data from Common Crawl as well as the full data from the online forum. Since Common Crawl is based on sampled data, it is not an independent dataset from the original forum data (the full data).

The Common Crawl dataset [7] consists of billions of HTML based web pages that are provided in two formats: WARC and WET. The WARC format contains meta data that describes the crawling process, storage hierarchy, HTTP response codes, and HTML tags. The WARC data is more noisy and hence requires filtering and preprocessing before it can be analyzed with LDA. Alternatively, Common Crawl provides raw text data directly for text mining research called the WET format data. However, the WET format data cannot be used for our LDA experiments, since LDA requires detailed separation of texts from different posts and different threads in an online forum. We therefore used the 14 subforum URLs and gathered 280 GB WARC format data files from the publicly available Common Crawl images in AWS. After data preprocessing, we have grouped all posts in a thread together to form one document.

To collect the full data for each subforum, we have developed a customized web crawler based on Jsoup, a java library for working with HTML. Jsoup provides an API for manipulating and extracting data, using the best of DOM, CSS, and jquery-like methods. It can be used to scrape and parse HTML from a URL, file or string. In total, we collected 2.16 TB of raw data. Running the customized crawler on one subforum took, on average, 24 hours. However, a first run of the crawler resulted in the workstation’s IP address being blacklisted, which required restarting the data collection with a less aggressive crawling strategy that would decrease the frequency with which the website was accessed. In total, the data collection on the full forum data took over four weeks, while the data collection from Common Crawl was completed in less than one day, which illustrates another advantage of using the sampled data.

We present an overview of the data collected from Common Crawl (CC) and the full data (FD) in Table 1, including the number of documents in each subforum and data set, document fraction in the sample compared to the full data, and standard deviation of timestamp gap (in hours) in each subforum. The latter measures variation in the spread of the data over time. Because Common Crawl data is sampled at irregular time intervals, and because subforums differ in their daily user activity, there are differences in the way the data is spread over time between subforums. We capture this variation by first ordering the timestamps of posts in a subforum, then calculating the standard deviation of the intervals between consecutive timestamps of posts.

B. Description of LDA Topic Modeling

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] is a generative model that estimates latent groups (“topics”) from a corpus. Its main assumption is that documents are random mixtures of corpus-wide topics, where each topic is a probability distribution over the entire vocabulary. A key output of LDA is an estimate of each document’s topic proportions, which can be used to calculate the proportion of each topic in the entire corpus. We denote these global topic mixtures as \( M = \{m_1, \ldots, m_k\} \), where \( k \) is the number of topics, and \( \sum_k m_i = 1 \).

For all of the following analysis, we set \( k = 10 \) and the Dirichlet parameter \( \alpha = 0.1 \). An exception is the “suv-small” subforum, where we set \( k = 5 \) because of the small number of documents. We use the original C code provided by [4] available at [28]. On the largest data set in our analysis (“sedan-mid” with 27,649 documents in the full data), the algorithm converges after about eight hours.

### III. Method Description

#### A. Description of Datasets

We choose a very active car owner online forum as our target forum to evaluate Common Crawl’s sample quality. This forum is organized into 14 subforums, each representing a different car model made by a specific car vendor. We refer to these by their car type, e.g., “suv-mid” (a mid-sized SUV), “sedan-full” (a full-sized sedan), “convertible-new” (a newer model of a convertible type), etc. For each subforum, we have collected all available data from Common Crawl as well as the full data from the online forum. Since Common Crawl is based on sampled data, it is not an independent dataset from the original forum data (the full data).
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For all of the following analysis, we set \( k = 10 \) and the Dirichlet parameter \( \alpha = 0.1 \). An exception is the “suv-small” subforum, where we set \( k = 5 \) because of the small number of documents. We use the original C code provided by [4] available at [28]. On the largest data set in our analysis (“sedan-mid” with 27,649 documents in the full data), the algorithm converges after about eight hours.
C. Description of Similarity Comparison Between Topics

Our goal is to compare topics estimated from Common Crawl to those estimated on the full data. A common metric for evaluating a topic model’s quality is perplexity, which is a measure of a model’s predictive likelihood calculated from a held-out set [24]. Perplexity is not a suitable measure in our case because we need to evaluate the similarity of two models estimated on different data rather than comparing their performance on the same data set. We instead use two metrics that capture both the quantitative and qualitative similarity between two topic models. First, we compare topic mixtures estimated from the sampled and full data, using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test. Secondly, we compare the top-ranked words in different topics using the Sørensen–Dice coefficient. In this section, we motivate and explain both measures in more detail.

1) Evaluating Topic Proportion Similarity: A key output of LDA is an estimate of the proportion that each latent topic is represented in the corpus, which we denote as $M$ (see Section III-B). An estimate of 0.25 for a topic, for example, means that 25% of the text in a corpus is estimated to fall under this topic. These mixtures are important measures for business analysts because they provide insights into the relative importance of estimated topics.

To give an example, consider the following two topic mixtures estimated for the “suv-compact” forum from Common Crawl (CC) and the full data (FD):

$$M_{\text{CC}} = \{0.16, 0.15, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.09, 0.09, 0.08, 0.06, 0.05\}$$

$$M_{\text{FD}} = \{0.16, 0.13, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.09, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 0.07\}$$

The topics are sorted from largest to smallest topic for both data sets. This comparison only examines topic mixtures; the semantic alignment of the topics is captured by the other comparison using the Dice coefficient. Based on these mixtures, the two models produce very similar results.

We formally evaluate topic mixture similarity with a two-sample KS test. Let $F_{\text{CC}}(x)$ and $F_{\text{FD}}(x)$ denote the empirical distribution functions calculated from $M_{\text{CC}}$ and $M_{\text{FD}}$, respectively. The two-sample KS test statistics $D$ is then calculated as

$$D = \sup_x |F_{\text{CC}}(x) - F_{\text{FD}}(x)|. \quad (1)$$

It is a test of the null hypothesis that $F_{\text{CC}}(x)$ and $F_{\text{FD}}(x)$ come from the same distribution. For the above example, $D = 0.2$ (the largest absolute difference between topic proportions) with $p = 0.99$. Because $p$ is clearly above the standard 0.05 threshold, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the topic proportions are drawn from the same distribution. While this result does not prove that the two mixtures are the same, there is no statistical evidence that they are different from each other.

The KS test statistic is calculated by matching topics based on their rank. That is, one compares the two largest topic proportions with each other, followed by the second largest proportion, etc. This does not take into account that topics with similar proportions may differ qualitatively, i.e., in terms of their top ranked words that define the topics. We therefore introduce a measure that compares topics qualitatively.

2) Evaluating Topic Meaning Similarity: Topics estimated with LDA are probability distributions over the vocabulary. It is the analyst’s job to label the topics, that is, to decide their substantive meaning. This is usually done by sorting the vocabulary by their estimated topic-word probabilities and looking at the top $k$ words, where typical values for $k$ are in the range of 5–20. To provide an example, Table III in Section V, which we will discuss in greater detail below, shows the top ten keywords for the two largest topics estimated from Common Crawl for four selected forums.

For Common Crawl to be a useful sample of the population data, it should produce topics that are substantively similar to those estimated on the full data. We evaluate this criteria with a metric that mimics human evaluation of topic similarity, which would be based on comparing the top keywords of two topics and judging their similarity in terms of the words they include. More precisely, we follow an approach suggested in [29] that uses the Sørensen–Dice coefficient to measure the overlap between two keyword lists. Let $X$ denote the set of $k$ top keywords from a topic estimated from Common Crawl, and let $Y$ denote keywords estimated from the full data. The Sørensen–Dice coefficient (or short, Dice coefficient) is calculated as

$$D(X, Y) = \frac{2|X \cap Y|}{|X| + |Y|}, \quad (2)$$

where $X \cap Y$ is the set of common words from both word lists, and $|X|$ and $|Y|$ are the numbers of words in each list.

To provide an example, consider the following two word lists: $X = \{\text{looks, sport, interior, trim, wheels}\}$ and $Y = \{-$
all selected topic pairs. The model similarity is then the average Dice coefficient over unassigned topics until all topics are matched. Our measure, the highest Dice coefficient, then repeat this process with the equally-sized sets of topics, we first match the topic pair with based on the maximum Dice value. More precisely, for two topic in the sample, we greedily match topics to each others suggested in [29] for this particular case. Because we expect well-known solutions exist. We here follow an approach the coefficient. This is a classic matching problem for which solutions exist. We here follow an approach based on the maximum Dice value. More precisely, for two equally-sized sets of topics, we first match the topic pair with the highest Dice coefficient, then repeat this process with the unassigned topics until all topics are matched. Our measure of model similarity is then the average Dice coefficient over all selected topic pairs.

The Dice coefficient is a comparison between two topics. When comparing topics from two models estimated on different data sets, we need to assign each topic from one model to a topic from the other model in order to calculate the coefficient. This is a classic matching problem for which solutions exist. We here follow an approach suggested in [29] for this particular case. Because we expect that each topic estimated on the full data has a corresponding topic in the sample, we greedily match topics to each others based on the maximum Dice value. More precisely, for two equally-sized sets of topics, we first match the topic pair with the highest Dice coefficient, then repeat this process with the unassigned topics until all topics are matched. Our measure of model similarity is then the average Dice coefficient over all selected topic pairs.

IV. RESULTS OF TOPIC SIMILARITY

In this section, we analyze the representativeness of topics estimated from Common Crawl compared to those estimated on the full data. We first conduct a comparison between LDA topic proportions between the two data sets, showing that there is no statistical evidence that the topic proportions are not drawn from the same distribution. We then analyze similarity in terms of word ranking, demonstrating that the average Dice values are within a range that would be expected under random sampling in 13 out of the 14 forums. Using a multivariate beta regression model, we show that there is evidence that larger sample proportions and the number of threads in a sample are positively correlated with average topic similarity. Finally, we conduct a series of experiments that generalize our findings to sample sizes not observed in Common Crawl.

A. Topic Proportion Similarity

For each subforum $i$, we have estimated global topic proportions $M_{CC,i}$ and $M_{FD,i}$. Figure 1 shows scatter plots comparing the two proportions. Most data points are close to the 45-degree line, indicating a high degree of similarity. Their average Pearson correlation is $0.92$, with $\text{min} = 0.80$ and $\text{max} = 0.97$. To formally test the differences between the proportions, we calculate the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistic discussed in Section III for each subforum. These statistics, which are printed in the bottom-right of each panel in Figure 1, range from 0.2 to 0.6, with p-values well above the typical 0.05 threshold. Based on these results, we cannot reject the null hypotheses that the proportions are the same. That is, we do not find statistical evidence that, in terms of their topic proportions, the Common Crawl samples differ from the full data.

B. Word Rank Similarity

We next evaluate the LDA topics estimated from Common Crawl in terms of their substantive similarity with the topics estimated from the full data. Figure 2 shows the average Dice coefficient for each subforum as black dots, ordered from smallest to largest. The average Dice values range from 0.37 (“suv-small”) to 0.64 (“suv-compact”), with an average value across subforums of 0.50. In terms of topic similarity, this means that the average matched topic pair between Common Crawl and the full data overlap by, on average, 50% of their top 20 keywords. In 7 out of the 14 subforums, the average Dice value is above 0.5, indicating that the average Common Crawl topic overlaps with more than half of its words with its matched topic from the full data.

We further quantify the similarity comparisons by considering the size of the average Dice value one would expect if the Common Crawl data were a true random sample of the full data. This answers the question to what extent the results estimated on the Common Crawl samples behave the same or differently than under true random sampling. To this end, we conduct the following simulation: for each subforum in the full data, we draw 100 random samples (without replacement) of the same size than the subforum in Common Crawl. For each sample we estimate 10 topics and calculate their average Dice value with the same method we applied to the Common Crawl data. These simulations result in 100 average Dice values for each subforum that correspond to possible results one would obtain under random sampling.

The large black dots in Figure 2 show the average Dice values calculated from Common Crawl. The small gray dots show the average Dice value from each of the 100 simulations together with the 95% intervals of estimated values. In 13 out of the 14 subforums, the average Dice value calculated from Common Crawl falls within the 95% interval of Dice values calculated from the random samples. We can conclude that for these 13 subforums, the topic similarity between Common Crawl and the full data is not significantly different than what one would expect to find under true random sampling. The average Dice value is outside the 95% interval in only one case, the “sport-full” forum, which has the fourth smallest sample proportion. This result indicates that samples with a document fraction below 0.05 might not be suitable for topic modeling because of the possibility that the observed sample might be biased.
Figure 1. Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic proportions estimated from the full data (y-axis). Gray lines are 45-degree lines. D values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.

C. Multivariate Regression

We have established in the previous section that topic similarity between Common Crawl and the full data does not significantly differ in 13 out of the 14 forums. In this section, we formally test whether differences in data characteristics are systematically linked to topic similarity. We estimate the joint effect of document fraction, document number, and logged time interval variation on average Dice coefficient with a beta regression [30], which accounts for the response being bound in the (0, 1) interval.

Table II shows that document fraction and document number have a positive and significant association with the average Dice coefficient at the 0.1 threshold or below. The estimated coefficients represent additional changes in the log-odds ratio of the response. To facilitate their inter-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coef. (std.dev.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document Fraction</td>
<td>1.759** (0.795)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Number (1,000s)</td>
<td>0.111* (0.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time interval variation (log)</td>
<td>−0.068 (0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−0.011 (0.280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R²</td>
<td>0.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>25.563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
interpretation, we compute predicted effects when changing a predictor from its empirical minimum to maximum, holding all other predictors at their means. For document fraction, an increase from 0.01 to 0.22 is associated with an average increase in the Dice coefficient by 0.093. For document number, an increase by about 3,200 documents is estimated to increase the response by 0.089.

D. Experiments on Larger Sample Sizes

The largest sample we observe in Common Crawl includes 22% of the full data. We here conduct a series of experiments to evaluate how the quality of topics estimated on sampled data depends on sample sizes outside our observed range. To this end, we draw 100 random samples (without replacement) from the full data of each subforum at six sample sizes: 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 of the full data. This results in a total of 8,400 samples (14 subforums × 6 sample sizes × 100 random samples). For each sample, we estimate 10 LDA topics (and again 5 topics on “suv-small”) and calculate the average Dice value between the sampled and the full data. We then calculate the average Dice value and 95% interval range for each set of 100 random samples.

The results are shown in Figure 3. We observe that as a general trend, the average Dice value increases with larger samples. We observe the largest increase when the sample proportion is increased from 0.01 to 0.1 and from 0.1 to 0.2. The line then flattens out at sample proportions above 0.2. The largest average similarity measure we observe in our experiments is 0.71. Considering the full range of values within their 95% intervals, we find a maximum value of 0.83.

The results in Figure 3 provide two important insights for the application of LDA on sampled data. First, we observe that even for samples that include 80% of the full data, the average Dice value does not exceed 0.71 (or 0.83 if we take the full range of values within the 95% interval into account). This indicates that, at least for the data included in our analysis, topics estimated with LDA are sensitive to the types of documents included in the sample. Second, there is a diminishing return in topic similarity for increasing sample sizes. In a majority of cases we observe that topic similarity only increases by a small fraction beyond a 0.2 or 0.4 sample size, indicating that samples at these sizes may be sufficient for the estimation of LDA topics if collecting the full data is too costly or too time intensive.

V. INSIGHTS INTO ONLINE FORUM USER BEHAVIOR

In this section, we use our estimated topics from Common Crawl to provide insights into customer behavior as expressed in online forum discussions. We focus our discussion on four subforums that we selected because they represent different car classes: “electric”, “sedan-mid”, “sport”, and “suv-compact”. Table III shows the top 10 keywords for the two largest topics from each of the car classes.

We observe that for all four classes, the look of the car is the most dominant topic. While the color black is mostly
The second largest topic in each subforum shows distinctive characteristics across the four car classes. In the Electric subforum, the topic represents a focus on battery performance-related keywords covering facets like charging and battery level. In the Sedan-mid class, the second largest topic focuses on phone and iphone associated user experience, suggesting the need for studying compatibility of phone usage inside the car for improved user experience. In the Sport subforum, the second largest topic is around handling and control aspects of the driving experience, covering facets like steering and brakes. Finally, in the SUV-compact subforum, the second largest topic focuses on driving experiences during the winter season, suggesting that the utility of wheels and tires should be of concern for the specific car vendor.

From a business perspective, topic models enable analysts to infer themes from documents in an unsupervised, automated way. By annotating documents with topics, navigation and processing of the text data is improved. Another important application is the combination of topic models and supervised classification approaches, e.g., to sort documents into a fixed set of categories (e.g., a model or defect category). Topic models provide a condensed document representation that is also well suited as input for classification algorithms.
VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the use of an open source web crawl data repository, the Common Crawl, in LDA topic modeling for online forum data. To evaluate how representative Common Crawl is as a sample for extracting LDA topics, we collected both the full data and the Common Crawl sample for 14 subforums from a car user forum. We compared the LDA topics estimated from Common Crawl samples and on the full data both quantitatively and qualitatively. In both cases, the topics generated from Common Crawl and those drawn from the full data are not statistically different from each other. Through our experiments, we demonstrated that Common Crawl does not perform worse than randomly drawn samples from the full data in terms of topic similarity. We also demonstrated the usefulness of topic models for drawing business insights from an online forum through a discussion of the primary and secondary discussion themes estimated from four representative car classes from the Common Crawl data set.

Our results provide evidence that data collected from Common Crawl is a good candidate for LDA topic modeling on online forums. There are several problems associated with collecting data from online forums directly, including the need to develop a customized web crawler, the possibility of one’s IP address becoming blacklisted, the size of the data, and the time required to download the full data. Using Common Crawl as a sample of the full data circumvents many of these problems, and our results show that topics estimated from Common Crawl are not significantly different from the full data in terms of topic proportions, and reasonably similar (and not worse) than under random sampling in terms of word rankings.

Our findings are based on the analysis of 14 subforums that represent different car models made by a specific vendor, but our research strategy provides a template that can be used in other domains to evaluate the representativeness of topic models. Future research will need to investigate the sensitivity of LDA topic modeling results on different online forums and product categories. It is also an open question whether results from extensions of LDA, such as dynamic topic models [31] (which account for topic evolution over time) or hierarchical topic models [32] (which allow for topic hierarchies), would exhibit the same sampling properties. Future work will also explore alternative methods for evaluating the similarity of two inferred topic models, such as by combining the mixture and alignment based metrics used here, or examination of document classification.

Finally, NLP research is increasingly using deep learning systems [33], which are capable of extracting more semantic features from the data. Recurrent neural networks have been proven to capture contextual dependencies. For example, word vector models and deep learning is used to analyze and process textual data. Extensions of our work could investigate if our representativeness estimation can also be applied to these deep learning models.

Code to replicate the data collection and analysis is available at https://www.cs.clemson.edu/dice/.
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